Abstract: We show that uniformly global asymptotic stability for a family of ordinary di erential equations is equivalent to uniformly global exponential stability under a suitable nonlinear change of variables.
Introduction
Lyapunov's notion of (global) asymptotic stability of an equilibrium is a key concept in the qualitative theory of di erential equations and nonlinear control. In general, a far stronger property is that of exponential stability, which requires decay estimates of the type \kx(t)k ce ? t kx(0)k." In this paper, we show that, for di erential equations evolving in nite-dimensional Euclidean spaces R n (at least in spaces of dimensions 6 = 4; 5) the two notions are one and the same under coordinate changes. Of course, one must de ne \coordinate change" with care, since under di eomorphisms the character of the linearization at the equilibrium is invariant. However, if we relax the requirement that the change of variables be smooth at the origin, then all obstructions disappear. The basic ingredient of the construction we are about to present relies on the existence of smooth Lyapunov functions V . The coordinate transformations are constructed via \projecting" along the gradient ow of V onto a level set V ?1 (c). The result now relies on the fact that this level set is di eomorphic to the standard sphere, which is true except for those cases where the Poincar e conjecture is still open. This explains why we have to exclude n = 4; 5 from our statements. Closely related to our work is the fact that all asymptotically stable linear systems are equivalent (in the sense just discussed) to _ x = ?x; see e.g. 1].
Problem Statement
Throughout the paper, k k denotes the usual Euclidean norm, and \smooth" means C 1 . For a di erentiable function V : R n ! R the expression L f d V (x) denotes the directional derivative DV (x)f(x; d). We consider the family of di erential equations Extending the concepts in 1, p. 207] to our nonlinear setting, we will call a homeomorphism T : R n ! R n a change of variables if T (0) = 0, T is C 1 on R n , and T is di eomorphism on R n n f0g (i.e., the restrictions of T and of T ?1 to R n n f0g are both smooth). Given a change of variables T and a system (2.1), we may consider the transformed system _ y(t) =f(y(t); d(t)) ; (2.4) where, by de nition,f(y; d) = DT (T ?1 (y))f(T ?1 (y); d) : In other words, system (2.4) is obtained from the original system by means of the change of variables y = T (x). Observe that the new system again satis es the general requirements.
It is our aim to show that for dimensions n 6 = 4; 5 the following assertions are true. Given a system of the form (2.1) satisfying (2.2) there exists a transformed system that satis es (2.3). In this sense, global asymptotic stability is equivalent to global exponential stability under nonlinear changes of coordinates. Furthermore, one may obtain transformed systems where the constants de ning the exponential stability property can be chosen to be the special values c = = 1.
Statement of Results
The main tool for our construction of T is the use of an appropriate Lyapunov function V . In fact, we can obtain T for a whole class of functions as stated in the following proposition.
Recall that a function V : R n ! R is called positive de nite if V (0) = 0 and V (x) > 0 for all x 6 = 0, and proper if the set fx j V (x) g is bounded for each 0. This immediately yields the desired exponential estimate.
